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Introduction
Language is acquired and it is never learnt. It

serves many purposes of education and language skills
are prerequisites to achieve these educational and
professional goals .Balasree et. al (2017) defined Ability
to do something efficiently   is called Skills. Aggarwal
(2003)  stated that Language as a set of symbol used
in more or Less uniform ways by & number of people
who are thus able to communicate will each other.
Hosain, N (2015) noted that People perform skills
having acquired them, knowing there is an intellectual
exercise (cognition) ad using them is a skill (action).
Language is a very crucial instrument which helps
individuals for sharing and transferring thoughts, feelings
and ideas. The information and knowledge may be
communicated to one individual to another individual.
Lakhera et. al (2017) stated that” Language is a carrier
of one’s thought and ideas and facilitates to give them
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a form. Language has not only communication function
but it serve the best tool for communication”. The
essential component for sound communicative
competency is having sound Knowledge of four basic
ad fundamental linguistic abilities.

Listening and speaking are in oral mode
Whereas Reading and Writing  are in written mode.
This is indicative that developing one skills facilitate in
others In improving effective communication.
Improving Languages abilities has a direct relationship
with the communicative competency in the Language.
The Education commission (1952-53) in its report
mentioned that the methodology adopted should stress
on LSRW skills of the Language so as to develop the
competency in language. Amanullah (2016) observed
that in acquisition of language skills in Urdu language,
The students have to face a lot of problems and the
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students make many mistakes in writing skills.
Hasan(2018) analyzed that the level of  written, oral
and grammatical competence is very low in the
majority  of the students at this level. Rahmatika (2019)
Concluded that in the study that the language of
instructions in madrasas is Urdu and these madrasas
are focused only more on Writing Skills. Salma
&Nehal (2017) put down that only Reading  and
Writing skills are focused in the text books of madrasas
of West Bengal. It is accepted that the need of the
hour is Teaching or Leaning of these four basic
Linguistic abilities i.e. Listening, speaking, Reading
and writing efficiently. To improve these Linguistic
skills is very import at all level of madrasa education.
It is most important to enhance Linguistic abilities
(LSRW) at high madrasa stage as this stage of
madrasa education is treated as sole of the Whole
madrasa education system and transition from high
madrasa stage to higher stage education is prevailed.
As it is felt, more attention is needed to improve
linguistic abilities (LSRW) at high madrasa stage of
education, Important Approaches to learn these skills
of language and how to improve them at high madrasa
stage of education   are need of the time.
Linguistic abilities (LSRW)

If we Lean a Language, there are four basic
Language Skills that we need for complete
communication .Mukta(2011) Stated that linguistic
ability refers  to possession of ability in language skills
either in first or second language. These four Linguistic
abilities are listening, speaking, Reading and Writing
Hosain, N (2015) Stated that ability to do something
very well is known as Skills. Loban (1976) observed
that “ the Students with low abilities in oral Language
were also low in reading and writing similarly students
with adequate Language abilities are good in
communication skills”.Gomathi. et.al (2015) has
founded that the aim of Learning of any Language is
to facilitate communication effectively and
nocommunication is takes places without to get a
chance to convey it. Fatimaet al (2019) concluded
that the best way to Learn a Language is through the
development of four Language skills-  Listening
,speaking ,Reading and writing. It is necessary to
command over these four basic Linguistic abilities
(Listening, speaking , Reading  and Writing skills)
Listening Abilities

The power of hearing is an invariable gift  of
nature to human beings and the process of receiving,
interpreting and relying on a message is called
listening.Balashre et. al (2017) stated that Listening is
the skills of understanding of spoken Language.
Sharma (2011) noted that Listening comprises of many
primary aspects which are comprehending, retaining
and responding as we know that - foundation of
communication competency is Listening skills. It is
listening which is one of the most important skills for
effective communication Chhetry, B (2016) Stated that
the ability to understand information actively provided
by the speaker and Shown interest in the topic.
Lakhera et al (2017) Defined at the process of hearing,
understanding and judging is Listening and it is find
meaning from utterances and massage by speaker.
Listening to a Language is essential for learning a
language.  Chhetry B (2016) “Language Learning
requires intentional Listening that employs Strategies
for identifying sounds making from it.     Morley (1999)
observed that listening role is very important  in
communication.  Scarcella and Oxford (1992) noted
that listening is the main and employed ability.
Approaches to improve Listening abilities of
students at high madrasa stage.

The following steps to be taken in teaching
listening abilities as these steps are very conducive
for Improving Listening ability of the students.  These
approaches improve the students’ hearing Listening,
comprehending, judging and evaluating ideas and
informations from a number of texts and messages It
also enhance the performance in other subjects.
a. way of Presentation is one of the best approaches

it to improve Listening skills of the students.  The
presentation should be attractive and interesting.

b. order to make the process of Listening very effective.
The teacher” is to be able to present vivid picture of
places and scene through his /him speeches in
attractive manner. These speeches will  promote
hearing and listening  understandable and successfully
to enrich communicative ability of the Students

b. A recorded Lecture should be presented by
teachers to The Students and prepare them to
listen it several times as they can comprehend the
given information easily.
The teacher should ask the students to write clown
vocabulary which is used in the recorded Lecture.
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The recorded Lecture presented to his student
again and again, It helps in  making vocabulary
and Listening skills(All et al 2018)

3. Interviews,Discussion, Talk show, public
announcement inside and outside madrasa can
used for improving listening abilities.

4. Explanation in the Statement is a important process
of teaching of Language. The meaning and
connotation of the sentence is explained correctly
will compel to listen carefully. It will enhance
Listing ability of the student.

5. Face to face Conversation is very important
technique to develop listening skills of the
Students

 6. Taking part in seminars Debate on Students union
activities is useful to have Language skills. It
improve ability to pronounce, interaction and
fluency of The Students

Speaking Abilities
In order to speak a Language, one must have

Vocabulary and familiarity with the structure of
sentences. The basic skills of Learning of any
Language are Listering, speaking, Reading and writing
with content practice and Continuous exposure on
Language Learning is essential to have perfection on
these skills. Lakhera, H et.al (2017) stated that “ the
skills acquired in speaking do transfer to writing and
Reading. Moreover This skills is widely used by the
student out their academic life.

Channey (1993) found that the use of verbal
and non verbal symbols in a number of contexts in
process of speech building and sharing meaning is
called speaking. Folse(2006) no noted that for the
most people the knowledge of  a Language  is similar
to the ability to speak that Language Since the basic
means of human communication is  speeches.
Speaking skills is considered as to be very vital
component for better communication. It is emphasized
to focus on approaches to develop speaking ability
of the Students at high madrasa levels.
Approaches to improve speaking Abilities

Keeping is the mind that the purpose of learning
any language is either to communicate effectively or
develop communicative competence of the students.
Speaking skills plays a very decisive role in the

development of the Language.The following
approaches are to enable the students in enriching their
speaking abilities of high madrasa level.
a. Students are asked to read paragraph from

textbooks and also advised to give a precise
speech on the assigned topic.

b. Different activities should be conducted in the
madrasa. To develop speaking skills of students,
The techniques of Debate and Discussion on
current topic should be organised.

c. Students should be asked to describe objects, a
situation as well as some personality     , and it is
better to provide more opportunities to speak
individually. It will remove the fear of speaking in
public place also.

d. Sports and Games is a means by which students
can be taught any thing very easily. Approaches of
sports in teaching Language skills are very useful.

e. With the help of Linguistic Laboratories, Students
can learn the Language in an Innovative and
effective ways.

Reading Abilities
The Status of reading ability is in the centre of

Language teaching.   It is the most important ability
among four basic skills of language learning. Listening
and speaking  can be learned unconsciously or
naturally is concerned but so far as reading is
concerned, It is a conscious process of practice and
handwork. Lakhera, H et. al (2017) Stated that a
student is able to understand and gain information from
printed text through Reading skills. Reading skills
require throughout the academic career of the Students
as well as in everyday life situation Reading means
seeing ,recognizing and speaking words. The act of
reading produces realization is the hidden or hidden
written symbols and their sounds .Garbe, w(2009)
described that the process of  word identification,
syntactic, parsning and written Comprehension is
called Reading .
Approaches to improve Reading Abilities of
Students at high madrasa stage.
a. Students are asked to read text book loudly in

the classroom, it is helpful in developing reading
skills of the students. It removes mistakes in
pronunciation, stress ad pause through reading.
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b.    Individual works  for reading is very useful
for   improving reading skills.

c . Students should ask to pay attention to the In-
depth Study of contents, nature of words  and
ideas in the text.

 d. The teacher should encourage students to read
the phrases at one time  not going from word to
word.

e. Silent reading is of great importance in language
reading for this the teacher should choose books
which have Standard and suitable for the mental
level Students.

Writing Abilities
The four main purposes of teaching language

are listening, speaking, reading and writing. Of these,
listening and reading are theoretical in nature, while
speaking and writing are practical. Writing is a process
in human terms by which a person expresses his
thoughts in symbols that is letters and words. Writing
is a manifestation of creative and cultural life and a
form of personality building. That is why written
development is a key factor in language teaching.

Alidmatet.al (2017) observed that writing is a
unique skill because it is usually taught in the class room.
Approaches to improve writing ability of students
at high madras stage
a. Students are helped to go through newspaper and

Magazines paragraph and identify important
words and points from the paragraph. and  rewrite
it  in their own language.

b. Students ask to write their views on current
topics as well as recently watched movies. It
develops their ability to write sentences
independently and suitable   use of words.

c.   Students are motivated to write dairy daily, It will
improve their ability to write with clarity,
correctness, unity and completeness of the matter.

Conclusion:
In the present arena of digitization, Linguistic

Abilities (LSRW) needs to be improved among the
Learners Especially among the student of high
madrasa Stage. Language Skills plays very crucial
role as well as essential for sound communicative
Skills .Listening, speaking, Reading and writing abilities

to be improved in several ways. Approaches to
enhance, listening abilities are acquisition of Language,
way of presentation, Interviews Discussions, Talk
shows, Face to face conversation as well as with the
help of public announcement. Whereas the ability to
speak can be improved with help of these approaches
such as Speech on any topic, debate, Discussion, and
taking part in different events i.e. sports and games.
Therefore the reading ability will be develop with help
of going through textbooks regularly and pay attention
to Contents, nature of words and phrases used in the
paragraph. Whereas for Improving ability to write,
students are asked to write their views on current
topics and a habit  to write daily diary about what is
happening in madrasas well as in their surroundings.
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